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The BG News
"A Commitment to Excellence"

Wednesday, October 19,1994

Bowling Green, Ohio

Welfare receivers
accused of fraud
By Aaron Gray
The BC News

A computer audit has revealed
that welfare recipients in four
Ohio counties were overpaid
$6.69 million dollars in the past
two years, according to State Auditor Thomas
E. Ferguson.
Smaller
amounts of
fraud were detected in other
counties as
well.
Between Jan.
1, 1992 and
March 31,1994,
2,394 welfare
recipients in Cuyahoga, Franklin,
Mahoning and Summit counties
received $6.69 million in welfare
benefits to which they were not
entitled, Ferguson said.
In Wood County, $112,642 was
overpaid to 133 people. This
amount is about average for a
county of its size arid population,
according to John Conley,
spokesman for the state auditor's
office.
The Wood County Department
of Human Services has investigated 259 cases of welfare
fraud since January. Of these, 77
were removed from the welfare
program and 43 were sanctioned
for six or 12 months. Twentyfour cases were referred to the
prosecutor's office, and 16 have

No injuries were reported and
no damage was done in the Friday morning Drano bombing of
the Pi Kappa Phi fraternity
house.
"I live in the fraternity house
and I was sitting in my room
when I heard this blast," said
Aaron Straw, a Pi Kappa Phi who
reported the explosions to campus police. "My first thought was
someone was shooting out in the
quad behind the house,"
- The police arrived on the scene
just as the third Drano bomb was
exploding.
A source close to the Pi Kappa
Phi house said a man wearing
Kappa Sigma letters was seen
leaving the vicinity after the
bombing.
Members of Kappa Sigma
fraternity allegedly participated
in the bombing of the Pi Kappa
Phi house.
"We do not know who the perpetrators of this bombing are.
This is an issue for the police to
decide," said Matt Jacobs, president of Pi Kappa Phi fraternity.
Steve McLaughlin, president of
Kappa Sigma fraternity, said he
has heard the rumor of Kappa
Sigma involvement in the incident and believes his fraternity
Is not responsible.
"I have no Idea why they are
saying this though," McLaughlin
said.
While police continue to investigate the bombing, the Bowling Green Fire Department has
deduced the chemical make up of
the bomb.

White out

already been indicted.
"If people find out that fraud
will not be tolerated, it's going to
send a strong message," said Jutta Leganik, supervisor of the
Wood County fraud investigation
unit. "When people cheat on welfare, it takes money away from
those who arc truly needy."
The penalty for intentionally
violating the welfare program is
six months without benefits for
the first offense, one year for the

"If people find out
that fraud will not be
tolerated, it's going to
send a strong
message."
Jutta Leganik
Wood County fraud investigation
unit
The BG Ncwi/Rou Wcllzner

second offense and permanent
removal from the program for
the third offense.
The fraud unit uses a variety of
different means to recover
money from offenders including
reducing their welfare benefits,
garnisheeing wages and taking
them to small claims or civil
court.
See WELFARE, page four.

Police investigation
of bombing continues
By Sharon A. Turco
The BC News

Volume 80, Issue 41

Drano bombs are created when
certain chemicals are mixed
together and then put Into a
sealed container.
Pressure inside the sealed container continues to build up,
eventually exploding. The fire
department said that any type of
bomb is dangerous when put into
a confined space, like a pop bottle.
The bombs placed outside of
the Pi Kappa Phi house were a
mixture of chemicals that were
placed in two-liter pop bottles.
The police report listed them as
Drano bombs.
"There could have been a serious injury," said Barbara Waddell, public safety information
officer for University Police. "Even though they were just Drano
bombs, they were still bombs."
Another term commonly used
for this type of bomb is "the
works."
They are especially dangerous
because the pressure build-up is
never the same. Some are more
powerful than others.
The case is currently under investigation by University police.
Katie Shanahan, assistant director of Greek Life, has been in
contact with Pi Kappa Phi fraternity about the incident.
"Katie did contact us Friday
morning when she learned of the
incident, but we are disappointed
that Wayne Col vin has yet to contact us," Jacobs said.
Colvin, director of residential
services and the director of
Greek Life, refused to comment
when asked why he had not con-

INSIDE

See BOMBING, page «wee.

University painter Don Romaker exercises a high level of meticulous skill while bis brush flows across a canvas of plaster In Prout
Chapel Tuesday afternoon. "We painted the outside this past

summer, and the whole interior renovation process should take
about five weeks," Romaker said.

Wood County rape trial continues
By Aaron Epple
The BC News

A Wood County rape victim
testified Monday against a
Portsmouth man in the first day
of trial.
The defendant, Troy Parker,
23, of Portsmouth, Ohio, is
charged with
aggravated
burglary and
rape.
According to
the victim's
testimony, a
large, black
man broke into
her house
through the front screen door
that housed the porch. She said

she heard noises outside and
when she went to investigate, a
man wearing a ski mask and
gloves leapt at her and told her
not to scream.
She said she remembered observing a knife in his hand.
He then told her to turn out the
lights, which she did.
"I just did as he asked, so he
wouldn't hurt me. I wanted to
come out of this alive," she said.
Parker allegedly started kissing her, and ordered her to undress.
"I was frozen," she said. "I
didn't want to get hurt."
Parker reportedly forced her
to the floor, where he had intercourse with and performed oral
sex on her. She said he then
forced her to perform oral sex on

him.
When the alleged rape was finished, Parker reportedly had a
conversation with her.
"He was real calm - not enraged at all," she said.
Parker asked her where she
worked, how many children she
had, if she had any diseases and
if she planned on calling the
police.
He also claimed he followed
her from Texas, where she formerly had lived for a number of
years.
Gary Bishop, prosecuting attorney, said Parker obtained this
information from a newsletter
published where Parker and the
victim both work.
Parker then unplugged her
telephones and deposited them in

the backyard before leaving.
The victim drove to a friend's
house and called the police after
she was relatively sure Parker
was gone.
"I was hysterical," she said.
She spent the next few hours in
the emergency room having the
necessary rape kits performed.
She also spoke to Detective
Randy Emmens of the Wood
County Sheriff's Department.
The police tapped her phones,
and Parker indeed called her
after the incident.
Parker wanted to meet the victim somewhere "where she could
see him without the ski mask."
This conversation was recorded.
See TRIAL, page six.

Students express need BY THE NUMBERS
for improved Union

A look at statistics that shape the University.

"The service [the Union] could
provide could be enhanced considerably," he said. "I really
Students voiced their opinions think students should have a
concerning possible renovations
See USC, page three.
of the University Union or building a new Union Tuesday night at
the second Undergraduate Student Government Students
for Students
USG had an open forum
forum.
in which students could
David
Crooks, direcvoice their ideas about
IM»*;».IHATF.
wutti
tftimne
tor of the Union
possible improvements
and a former
to the Union.
student of the
/ Among the ideas
University,
*' discussed was the
agreed that the
possibility of creating
Union is not
more study lounges with
appropriate for students today.
longer hours.
. "It was a wonderful place for
Another idea that was
students on campus ... a very
reiterated was the
contemporary place," Crooks
said. He said when he was a stupossibility of bringing
dent at the University the Union
fast food to the Union.
Source: B.G.S.U. Food Operations
was appropriate.
By Robin Coe
The BC News

CITY
City Council is. trying to come
up with a plan to help traffic flow
more easily on;Wodster Street.

Food Operations
Annual Purchases

USG discusses
Union options
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CAMPUS
A panel of experts discussed
Tuesday the issues surrounding
universal access to buildings to
make people aware of special
problems the disabled face every
day.
«* Page 4.

SPORTS
The Bowling Green hockey
team won its second game of the
season in a 10-2 trouncing of Ohio
State last night.
«• Page 7.

The BO News/Jim Mericsko

WEATHER
Rain likely in the morning
then mostly cloudy in the
afternoon with a chance of rain.
High in upper 60s. Southwest
winds 5 to 10 mph. Chance of
rain 60 percent mmmamm
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New city bike racks
needed on corners
The big wheels keep on turning to find a solution
to the increased number of bicycle enthusiasts
both on campus and in the city.
Be it for health, economic, environmental or practical reasons, more bicycles are being used by members of the University community.
This is most evident on campus where bike racks
are full of krypton locks and front wheels.
Riders who are not lucky enough to find a place on
the racks attach their bikes to any stationary object
on campus. This includes trees and disabled access
areas.
Parking in these places can damage trees or create
obstacles for those who need to use the alternate access way to get into University buildings.
Councilman Todd Kleismit has suggested the addition of bike racks on the corners of city streets. This
action, though plausible, may not correct the problem entirely.
Bikers will still want to park closer to their destination if it is far from the bike racks. Logically
speaking, that is why they rode their bikes in the
first place - to get to their destination. Not so they
can park down the street and walk to the store of
their choice.
The News suggests smaller racks spaced at certain
distances around town, possibly in front of every
four or five stores.
On campus, a need exists to accommodate the increased number of bikers before bike parking becomes a problem.
The News suggests that more bike racks be installed in front of every building to provide additional areas for parking.
We believe the cost for additional bike racks is insignificant when compared to the cost of replacing
trees, or the cost to a physically-challenged individual trying to get to class.
The News believes that since bicycles have to be
registered with the University, only these bikes
should be allowed to park on the racks.
Those who persist should have their bikes confiscated. To get it back, a small fine would have to be
paid which could finance the purchase of additional
bike racks.
Bicycling can be practical mode of transportation,
yet it is not practical when parking is impossible.
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One step closer to feeling safe
Since my column "Rape-free
BG a Dangerous Lie" was published in The News, some interesting events have taken place.
I was the star of one NASTY
letter to the editor.
And I got a phone call from
Valerie Barth.
Barth is the sexual violations
program coordinator here at
Bowling Green State University.
She works within the Prevention
Center for Alcohol, Drug Abuse
and Sexual Offenses.
I usually skip over long titles
like the one I just mentioned, but
it may be in your best interest to
be familiar with it. The issues
this particular organization addresses will probably effect almost all of us at one time or another.
I visited the prevention center
and had a meeting with Valerie
Barth. She struck me as a concerned woman interested in the
obliteration of rape and other
sexual violations on campus.
In my column, I had expressed
how I felt about the secretive
way in which the University
seemed to be handling reported
rape cases. Barth shared many of
the same concerns about the
atrocity of rape as a crime, but
she offered insight into how the
University is trying to prevent
rapes from happening and also
how officials take care of individuals who report incidents involving sexual violations.
Barth agreed that "there is a

Wood
mistrust of the system," and she
went on to say ."ignorance is the
greatest barrier to working
together."
She told me that there are
measures to insure a person who
claims to be a victim of rape will
be treated with the utmost respect and care by University
officials and staff who handle the
situation.
Barth expressed concern about
the low number of reported
rapes. She believes that in a lot of
cases students are unsure of
what rape is exactly. If a woman
does believe that she has been
violated sexually, the victim may
fear coming forward because of
a general mistrust of faculty and
staff.
"We want to have a proactive,
united approach," Barth stated in
our conversation. "We want to be
a campus united. This administration, faculty and staff are concerned - they care."
Barth and I also talked about

rape Itself. We agreed if a woman
expresses that she doesn't want
to have sex and her counterpart
continues regardless, a rape is
being committed. This applies
also to situations where the two
parties are drunk and/or the female was dressed in a "sexual
way."
As I was leaving the Prevention Center, I was introduced to
Jacqueline Daley-Perrin, the director of the prevention center.
In speaking with her I discovered
another concerned person.
She shared with me one of the
projects the Prevention Center is
undertaking to reduce the number of rapes on campus.
"In the first part of preregistration, parents see
vignettes that address roommate
conflicts, dropping out, diversity
and sexual assault. They see
these and get into discussion
groups [conducted] by various
campus staff.
In these discussions we try to
make parents aware that these
are potential Issues their son or
daughter may face." DaleyPerrin went on to say "everything I've mentioned is voluntary. We feel strongly that it
should be a mandatory part of
pre-reglstration and/or orientatioa"
After the discussions, parents
and students are informed of
campus resources that deal with
the subjects addressed in the
vignettes.

I left the prevention center enlightened.
I would like to take this opportunity to encourage action.
If you are a woman and you
have been raped, at the very least
report the incident (you can do it
anonymously). In doing this, your
attacker's name is on file at the
police station. Possibly the next
time he chooses to violate a
woman and is reported, he will
already have at least one incident
on file.
As a female, I would like to see
him locked up and off the streets
I walk. It's your decision. Meanwhile, there are many places on
campus where you can get help
and counseling such as the Student Health Center and The Link.
Guys, if she squirms and says
"No," get off. End of story. If you
continue to "have sex," you're
raping her. There are better
ways to prove your masculinity.
If you are caught and convicted,
you are a rapist for the rest of
your life.
Every time a rapist is brought
into the open, it's safer to be a
woman. Everytlme a woman says
"No," and a man respects her
wishes, it's safer to be a human
being.
Andrea Wood is a weekly columnist for The News,and wishes
to express thanks to all who took
the time to respond to her column
last week.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
''Cry wolf" victim speaks up
There's been a lot of writing on
the opinion page recently about
women who are victims of rape
or sexual assualt.
The subject has been explored
from many different angles, and
there have been a lot of statistics
both offered and denied. But you
know what?
All these letters and editorials
have been written by women.
Since women are most often the
victims of these crimes, I understand why. But as a man, I'd like
to give a new perspective on this
problem that many people have
not considered.
We have been given countless
statistics about how many women get raped and how many sexual assaults occur. I'm not going
to give you any statistics. I'm
simply going to ask a question.
"How many men on campus

have been falsely accused of a
rape or sexual assault?"
I have no Idea what the answer
to the question is, but I know for
a fact that it has happened at
least once.
I know it has happened at least
once because it has happened to
me. About eight months ago, I
had to be questioned by the campus police and hire a lawyer because a woman on campus (I
might add that she at the time
was a close friend) claimed that I
had sexually assaulted her.
This was a complete lie, yet I
was forced to be interrogated
and defend myself for something
I was totally innocent of.
It was a horrible experience.
Although this woman never did
file charges against me, (probably because she knew she was
lying) I was scared to death that

she would and that I would have
to go to court.
Even after she decided to drop
the matter and not take her story
further, I had to go to counseling
sessions to pull myself together.
The reason I am telling you this
is because it is about time that
someone gave Bowling Green a
picture of the other kind of rape
victims - the kind that have been
wrongly accused of a crime.
Myself and others like me are
just as much victims as people
who have been raped or assaulted.
If you have never been accused
of something so terrible like this,
it may be hard to relate to my
situation. I hope you never have
to.
We see warnings to women
about rape all over campus all
the time.
Well, here Is my warning to
men: be careful about who you
trust Be careful about who you

are alone with. Because the hard
fact is that it Is extremely easy
for a woman to lie about being
assaulted or raped on this campus.
She doesnt need any witnesses. She doesn't need any proof.
All she has to do is call the BG
police, file a report and the police
will treat you like a criminal.
It's not justice. It's not fair, but
it's true.
If I sound like I'm trying to
scare you, I am. And for good
reason. I never thought it could
happen to me, but it did.
It Is a terrible crime for a
woman to be raped or sexually
assaulted. But in the same way, If
a woman says she was raped
when she wasn't and it makes an
Innocent man answer for her lies,
that Is a terrible crime.
Never doubt that.
A victim
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ACROSS
THE STATE
Burch makes education
an issue

TUt OPTIrAlST

USG
Continued from page one.

strong voice in the use of the
University resources."
USG asked students for feedback concerning the Union's
weaknesses and how it could be
improved.
"I think it would be great to
have separate rooms or offices
for different organizations," said
David Konrad, a junior environmental health major.
He said it would allow students
to visit the offices and find out
what the organizations are about.
Konrad was also concerned if
the University would consider
ecological changes.
"Are they willing to change
their format as far as handing out
food?" he asked. He said the
Union should change from disposables to reusables and consider
the environmental impacts of
products used in the facility.
Carrie Flaggert, a freshman
telecommunications major, said
the Union lacks a proper study
lounge, and one should be added
for the students. She said there
are not many open areas in the
Union.
The possibility of bringing in
fast food services was also discussed.
"It would be a lot easier to go to
the Union and pick up something
quick," one student pointed out.
Crooks said the University is
considering bringing in a few
fast food services. He said nutritional considerations are also an
issue.
Rachel Crough, USG University Committees coordinator, said
there is a problem with the restricted hours of the Union, and
the hours should be changed.
Other ideas discussed were
putting more phones in the
Union, adding a directory of the
Union to the facility, adding a

COLUMBUS-Call it the
Burch-mobile. Democrat Rob
Burch moved his campaign for
governor into a yellow school bus
Tuesday and hit the road to outline a plan to pump an extra $1.3
billion into education.
Burch hopped aboard a 198S
bus that his campaign bought for
$6,100. He Intends to travel
around the state as the Nov. 8
election approaches.
"Education is the most important thing we do in the state. It
always has been, it always will
be," said Burch, a state senator
from Dover.
"This bus, the Burch Education
Express, symbolizes my commitment to mak[ing] education
the issue that Ohioans will be voting on the basis of on Nov. 8."
Burch proposed a major increase
in basic state aid to schools next
year that counts on spending part
of an existing state budget surplus, cutting costs, ending some
tax breaks, and growth in tax
revenue that occurs each year
due to economic expansion.
Republican Gov. George Voinovich dismissed the Burch plan,
especially its reliance on onetime revenue pickups from a
cash balance and cost savings.
"I think anyone that looks at
that that knows anything about
the way state government works
understands that is not realistic,"
Voinovich said.
He said spending for education
had grown more than $1.1 billion.
"We have increased it at about
4 percent above inflation which is
much better than we've done with
some of my own state departments, and certainly higher edu-

cation," Voinovich said.
Burch's attempt to make education a campaign issue follows a
ruling in July that declared the
current state system of financing
schools unconstitutional.
Perry County Common Pleas
Judge Linton Lewis said the funding method was inadequate and
unfair because i's reliance on
local property taxes produced
disparities in per-pupil spending
among the state's 612 districts.
The state appealed the decision
at Voinovich's request.
William Phillis, leader of the
schools' coalition that filed suit
against the state, welcomed
Burch's proposal.
"It looks to me like it's the beginning of a comprehensive plan
to make some systemic change. It
certainly is better than any of the
patchwork that I've seen thus
far," said Phillis, a critic of Voinovich's education policies.

Ohioans get excess herbicides in drinking
water
TOLEDO - More than 1 million
Ohioans were exposed to five
pesticides in their drinking
water, according to a study
released Tuesday.
The Environmental Working
Group's two-year study showed
that said 3.5 million people in 121
Midwestern towns face an elevated risk of cancer because t he
weed killers atrazine, cyanazine,
alachlor, mctolachlor and simazine were present in the water
supply. The study began in 1992.
In Ohio, residents of 18 cities
were at risk. Those cities included Columbus, Akron, Bowling Green, Tiffin and Defiance.

"This is causing a significant
health risk," said Paula Ross, director of Ohio Citizen Action's
Toledo chapter. Citizen Action,
which claims 350,000 members,
discussed the study at news conferences in Toledo, Akron and
Columbus.
Among the findings:
• More than 1 million people in
the 18 communities drink water
contaminated with four or more
herbicides. At least one or more
herbicides exceeded federal
drinking water standards at least
once in the last year.
• About 5,600 infants in Ohio
are exposed to herbicides from
birth via tap water in baby formula.
About 4.7 million Ohio residents are supplied with water
from pub'ic drinking water
systems. The study found more
herbicides in municipalities that
draw their water from rivers and
reservoirs.
Ross said farmers should be
encouraged to reduce the amount
of herbicides they spray on crops
and the government should phase
out the use of dangerous pesticides.
The Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency said in a
statement that the study included
data collected from 1981 to 1992,
before any regulations setting
safe limits for herbicides in
drinking water.
"The new regulations have improved conditions," said spokeswoman Beth Gianforcaro. "We
have a lot more monitoring."
She said the EPA is concerned
about the potential for pesticides
to contaminate drinking water
and has instituted programs to
help prevent contamination.

permanent area for organizations to set up functions in the
Union Foyer and adding a book- Continued from page one.
store to the Union.
In other business, parking and tacted Pi Kappa Phi members
safety at the University was dis- about the incident.
cussed.
"We are very concerned about
Konrad said the Lot 13, on the the danger involved with this inwest side of Eppler Sports Com- cident," Jacobs said. "We are just
plex, should be replaced with thankful that nobody was hurt."
grass.
As in all cases handled by the
"I think parking lots are pretty University police, after the ingaudy," Konrad said. He said the
area is not necessary to improve
safety of students walking from
•SUBUJRVcars to class at night.
"I would say Campus Escort
should extend their hours," he
said.

THEY
SAID IT

"My mama just got her home remodeled and got a new car. It's in the
driveway, underwater."
-Dante Thomas.resident of Southeast Texas
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In The News

24 years ago
Kent Stale University Presideni
Robert I. White said thai "a small group
dedicated to the destruciion of the
university is at work" on the campus
and warned that "the next few days
could be volatile."

Wednesday Night
Dancing Upstairs
with
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AVAILABLE

Tin9uiawrs

$4.95

PHEASANT ROOM

Incl: Salad bar. baked
potato, voggic &
unlimited bovorago

All Sludv-nl it i- ■' ll |
i arris tn ' t| >i< 11

$4.95

"An
Classic ^r/
For Both V
Kids And
Grown-Ups!"

Spaghetti
HVJfM Buffet
All You Can Eat

- Joy Browne IVOR Radio

A

Inch Salad & garlic
bread
available at

OPEN 5-7PM
I * All students meal plan
cards accepted
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BIG MOUTH
AUDIO
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Kevin Lange

Chris Koch
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Not valid w any other otter. Campus Subway Location only
exp. 12/31/94
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According to a spokeswoman
at the County Prosecuter's Office, a case such as this is considered unlawful possession of a
dangerous ordnance.

♦Best Values on Campus
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vestigation is complete it will be
taken to the Wood County Prosecuter's Office.
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Breakfast Sandwich

Theta Chi congratulates the following
men on their recent appointment to
Cabinet positions:
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And Your MOM
want to remind you....
BREAKFAST
is the most important
meal of the day.
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Video Spectrum
11 2 E. Washington

352-41 71
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Panel discusses Burgers to benefit men's chorus
universal access
Members of the chorus have to
pay for the trip, but the fundraiser will help lower the cost
Students can help support a each member has to pay.
campus organization tonight
Jeff Leinen, president of the
while enjoying dinner at the chorus, said 20 percent of Burger
Burger King on East Wooster King's profits tonight from 4 p.m.
Street.
to 7 p.m. will go toward the cost
The University's Men's Chorus of the trip.
is hosting the first of three BK
"We want to fill Burger King
Benefit Nights at the restaurant with neighbors and friends of the
in order to raise money to defray chorus," Leinen said. "We want
costs for the group's 10-day to encourage people to come and
spring trip to Florida.
eat at Burger King for dinner."
By Genell Pavellck
The BG News

By Lawrence Hannan
The BC News
The concept of universal design and how it can help physically disabled people was discussed at a presentation in the
Union Community Suite Tuesday afternoon.
The presentation,
which included a
panel dis&
cussion by
ysically
four people
who are €halilleneed
physically
challenged.
was presented by the American Institute of Architecture
Students, The American Society of Interior Designers and
the University Office of Disability Resources.
The open panel was facilitated by the Accessibility
Consulting Group of Sylvania,
Ohio.
Frank Bosworth, assistant
professor of design, said universal design helped physically challenged people function
more easily in public buildings.
"Universal design is an approach to designing buildings
where all people have the
same freedom to access the
building, regardless of their
physical disabilities," Bosworth said.
Dale Abel, director of ACG,

critiqued some buildings on
and off campus during the
discussion.
"I'm able-bodied now but
someday I may need help getting around," Abel said. "We
should realize that universal
design is not Just for helping
other people. It can also help
us someday."
Abel showed slides of buildings and discussed some of the
flaws in them.
"The Technology, Education
and Allied Profession buildings on campus are generally
accessible," Abel said. "But
you have to search to find the
ramps
Abel also criticized the
Barry Bagels establishment
off campus on East Wooster
Street. Barry's recently built a
deck that does not have a
ramp for for customers in
wheelchairs.
Members of the panel also
discussed some of the problems they deal with in their
day-to-day lives.
Shelley Papenfuse is an independent living specialist
and an advocate for the physically challenged. She is also
physically disabled and in a
wheelchair.
"There are more buildings
you can get into now than before," Papenfuse said. "But a
lot of the buildings make you
go around to the back and use
the service entrance. It makes
you feel like a second-class
citizen."

The restaurant will be dec- added.
orated by the 128 members of the
The men's chorus is also offerchorus. Freddie and Frieda Fal- ing an incentive to University
con are also expected to drop by sororities. The group will serenfor a sandwich and show support. ade the sorority with the largest
The benefit night is open to the number of members attending
public and the community is en- the three benefit bashes.
couraged to attend.
The other BK Benefit Bashes
"We hope to keep Burger King will be on Nov. 16 and Dec. 7. The
packed with people during the barbershop quartets will particitime we are there," Leinen said.
pate in these two benefits.
The benefit night is important
Students with any questions on
because other students can come the BK Benefits can contact the
out and support the chorus, he music department at 372-8288.

Student takes to the skies
By Julie Hamilton
The BG News
Last summer, a University
ROTC cadet had her own 'Top
Gun" experience.
Senior aerotechnology major
Carrie Tarkin was in the first
flight class to use the British
T-3A for flight training. She was
one of only 133 ROTC cadets in
the country to be chosen for the
pilot slot.
"It was kind of like Top Gun,"
which is a Navy movie - not the
Air Force," Tarkin said. "They
told me 40 percent of the class
would "wash out' [or flunk out]
during the program. Every morning we were briefed. If you got a
question wrong, the officers
would say sit down, and you were
grounded for the rest of the day."

Because she is in the officer's
program, she will start out as a
second lieutenant making $2,000
a month, plus money for food and
housing. As a pilot, she will also
get flight-incentive pay.

"It's a real honor to get into the
flight program," said Capt. Andrew Nagley. "[Tarkin] is the
first one from Bowling Green to
enter the program in the last few
years."
Tarkin learned Feb. 17 that she
had been accepted into the Enhanced Flight Screening Program when a general, who was
giving a lecture at the University, informed her and the rest of
her class.
"It was the happiest day of my
life," Tarkin said.
The program was originally
supposed to last five weeks, but
due to technical problems with
the planes it lasted seven weeks.
It is difficult to get into the
program, but once students are
accepted, they are guaranteed a
Job as a pilot.
"I've always wanted to be a pilot." Tarkin said. "Whenever I'm
on a plane, I go ask the pilot
where he studied."

"I've always wanted
to be a pilot.
Whenever I'm on a
plane, I go ask the
pilot where he
studied."

Carrie Tarkin
senior aerotechnology major

The Enhanced Flight Screening Program is a five-week summer program for students who
are at the top of their class, designed to determine If those stuTarkin, who graduates in May,
dents have real potential for be- has already signed up to be in the
ing pilots.
Air Force for at least nine years.

After two years most people
get an automatic raise and promotion, Tarkin said.
"I plan to stay in for 20 years
and make it a career," Tarkin
said.

jvfe SHOWDOWN THIS SATURDAY!
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STATE

WELFARE
Continued from page one.

The state auditor's office detected cases of welfare fraud using a computer audit to crosscheck income tax data and welfare records to find people who
were working and collecting welfare at the same time.
"Most individuals go on welfare legally," Conley said. "What
generally happens is that they
find a job that pays enough to
make them ineligible for welfare.
The individual then fails to report this job and continues to
receive welfare payments and a
paycheck."
In the future, Conley said he
hopes that welfare fraud will be
prevented by a program currently being implemented by the
Ohio Department of Human Services,
The system, called front-end
verification, would involve using
computers to check the income
I tax records of welfare recipients
'on a regular basis to make sure
they do not also have a job.
; A few states are currently using this system.
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SATURDAY 1:00 P.M. - REMEMBER LAST YEAR! PERRY STADIUM
HOME SWEET HOME! Come help extend the home unbeaten streak against the defending MAC Champs!
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BLUE RIBBON PHOTO
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HOUR FILM DEVELOPING • CAMERAS • FILM
TREMAINSVILLE • WESTGATE • SOUTHWYCK • BOWLING GREEN

Jason 7x35 WA
Binoculars
• Black Rubber Armor Coated
• Fast Focus Design
• Porro Prism
Field of View-525'
• Exit Pupil- 5mm
• Weight- 23ozs.

OLYMPUS
SuperZoom 2000

AGFA'S
"Buy 2 Get 7 FREE!1
3 ROLL
VALUE
PACKS

ESP

$6.983pk. $7.983pk
Reg. $3.49
Reg. $3.99
each roll
each roll
XRG100&XRG200

•
•
•
•

38-70mm Power Zoom Lens
Auto focus and Auto exposure
Red Eye Reduction flash
Auto load, advance
and rewind
• Weather resistant

S 7O
Regular $59.95

Deluxe Dateback Outfit

Regular Price On Any
VIDEO

$44.95
We gladly
accept checks
and credit cards

CAMCORDER
BATTERY
with this coupon

$159.95

One Hour Processing
and Much More
157 N. Main
353-4244

(across from Uptown)

Open:
Monday - Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-5
Sunday 12-5

CHOICES!
DECISIONS!!
CONSEQUENCES!!!
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Arrive at Mark's.
Girl in front of line
caught with a
PAKEI.D,
Hmmm..maybe
I don't look like
| my roommate

"I can't hear you
over the train."

PROUT

RGDGERS

Can't go out on an
empty stomach.
Treat friends to
first-class meal
in dining hall
-NOTI

Friends come up
for the weekend.
Decide to head
uptown to the
bars.

GO
have some fun!

Compliments of the Following Organizations & Businesses:
Prevention Center
Alpha Xi Delta
BG Police D.A.R.E. Program
Easy Street Cafe
Howard's
Junction Bar & Grill

Mayor - Wes Hoffman &
Municipal Administrateor - Colleen Smith
Mike Marsh - City Attorney
Sigma Chi
Sigma Kappa
University Police

City
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City may improve intersections
By Aaron Gray
The BC News
Traffic tie-ups on East Wooster
Street may be loosened a little by
a proposal to improve three of its
intersections.
A proposal was introduced to
the Bowling Green City Council
Monday night to apply for grant
money from the Department of
Highway Safety to improve the
intersections at Mercer, South
College and Manvillc/Thurstin
streets.
These intersections were
named by a Department of

Highway Safety study as the top
three Wooster Street intersections in terms of accidents.
If implemented, improvements
would include the interconnection of traffic signals at the three
intersections, in order to keep
traffic moving through quickly,
said Bowling Green city surveyor David Laird.
"We're very concerned about
moving traffic along Wooster
Colleen Smith
Street," municipal administrator
municipal
administrator
Colleen Smith said. "This would
certainly enhance traffic flow."
If Bowling Green receives the way Safety would pay 80 percent
grant, the Department of High- of the construction costs and the

"We're very
concerned about
moving traffic along
Wooster Street. This
would certainly
enhance traffic flow."

This money would come from
the city's regular funds set aside
for street repair, which annually
is about $400,000, Smith said.
Before any improvements can
be made, however. Laird said
that an environmental assessment study needs to be conducted to determine the feasability of
the project. The actual improvements will probably not take
place for three or four years, he
said.

Baseball card dealers strike out
By Aaron Gray
The BC News

Vohland said football cards are
the only item selling well.
"Normally, this is your peak
season because you'd have four
sports coming out and doing
well," Vohland said. "Now football's the only game in town."
Dan Pattern, owner of Double
Play Sports Cards, 194 S. Main
St., Suite 2, said he is having the
same problem.

Both Patton and Vohland said it
is impossible for them to make a
good living in the sports card
business given the current sales
slump. They both have full-time
factory jobs in addition to running their businesses.

Local sports card dealers have
struck out due to the premature
end of the baseball season, but
the football season might be the
"Hail Mary" pass that saves
them.
"I just can't give up that [pay"Baseball card sales are in the
check] to jump into this," Patton
dumpster," said Jim Vohland,
said. "I'd be in divorce court
owner of Sports Section, 129 S.
right now had I done that."
Main St. The store, which opened
"If my business stays going,
There is only one reason why
in April, will be closing its doors football will be what has saved Double Play is staying in busipermanently at the beginning of me," said Pattern, who opened his ness and Sports Section is going
November.
store at the same time Vohland out, according to Patton.
"After the strike, baseball did. The baseball strike has hurt
"I owe about $30,000 and Jim
[card sales] just went to zero," card sales "big time," he said.
[Vohland] owes nobody," Patton
said Vohland, whose store also
"Boxes [of baseball cards] that said. "Do you think if I didn't owe
carries football, basketball and I could sell for $50 two months money on this store I'd still be
hockey cards as well as other ago, people are getting for $15," here?"
Patton said.
sports memorabilia.
Once Sports Section goes out of
business, Patton said he expects
his sales to increase because collectors in town will have nowhere

SOUTH SIDE

6

For all your

else to go. He plans to stay in
business until his debts are paid
off and then decide whether to
keep it open.
Patton said he hopes baseball
fans will regain interest next
spring but has doubts.
"I think it's going to take a lot
for people to go back," Patton
said. "It was a magical season
this year, and now the sport's
definitely tarnished - probably
for a while. I hope not because
the way the fans go is the way I
go"
Vohland is also angry about the
way the baseball season ended.
"I think the players have hurt
the game beyond their own knowledge," Vohland said. "Not
necessarily for people my age
but for younger kids. There's too
many other sports out there for
kids to worry about whether
there's a baseball season or not."

The BGNews recycles 90% of it's waste paper in
production and old layout sheets.
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Does Vour Car Need Work?
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0o Vou Know Vour Mechanic
Better Than Vou Should?
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Party Needs!
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• A man stopped an officer on
East Court Street Thursday
night to report he was struck
in the face while in line at an
East Wooster Street restaurant. According to the police
report, the man was waiting in
line to place an order when a
man reportedly cut in front of
him. He reportedly told the
line jumper to go to the back
of the line. The line jumper
reportedly then hit the man in
the face. Police said the jumper, the yeller and all witnesses continued through the line,
placed their orders and then
left.
• A resident of the 200 block
of Mercer Street called police
Friday night to report a loud
party in the apartment directly above her. According to the
police report, there was a
woman on the balcony of the
apartment "banging things
and freaking out." When officers talked to the resident of
the apartment, he reportedly
said the woman wasn't feeling
well and that was why she was
out on the balcony.
• A resident of the 300 block
of East Reed street called
police Saturday night when he
claimed to have heard
someone breaking his downstairs window. Police said a
man was found passed out beneath the broken window. The
man reportedly had been
drinking heavily.

TRIAL
»

Then Come To The Car Maintenance Clinic
fit TuTfy Ruto Seruice
Sunday October 23 From 2:88 - 4:88

i
o*

Learn The Basics From Qualified Mechanics,
Hotu Not To Be Intimidated
When Getting Vour Car Fitted,
And More.

(Only $41
Sign-up In The (gjjgf) Office October 17-21
737 S. \lu\
:*52 - 8639

olice

city would pay 20 percent, which
would be about $36,000, Smith
said.

For More Info Call 2-7164 Or 2-2343

20
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Continued from page one.
When Parker was arrested, he
confessed to being at the victim's
residence that night, but he said
the sex was consensual.
James Banks, counsel for Parker, made a motion to suppress
that confession because he said
he believed it was obtained illegally.
Emmens testified that he arrested and interviewed Parker.
He said he read Parker his Miranda warnings, and made sure he
understood it. Also, Parker voluntarily waived his rights and
signed the proper forms.
There was no coercion evident.
Parker was not in handcuffs at
the time of his arrest, he was
interviewed in the office of his

OFFICERS'

• Two men were reportedly
observed fighting outside of a
downtown Bowling Green bar
Saturday night. According to
the police report, when officers arrived one of the men
reportedly became belligerent. The man reportedly said
"F— you, cracker, I'm Rodney
King Jr." According to the
police report, the man was repeatedly warned to calm down
but refused to do so.
• A resident of the 800 block
of Second Street called police
Saturday night to report that a
man was singing loudly in the
upstairs apartment across the
street. According to the police
report, the man was giving a
warning about the volume of
his singing.
• A resident of the 600 block
of Pearl Street called police
Saturday night to report he
had just chased away a group
of men who had been on his
property. According to the
police report, the men stole a
pumpkin that was three feet in
diameter from his porch.
• A resident of the 1000
block of Gustin Street reported to police that sometime
overnight three large pumpkins were stolen from her
yard. According to the police
report, one of the pumpkins
was smashed in the street. The
pumpkin smashers also reportedly pulled up flowers
from a planter.

employment, and Emmens'
weapon was out of sight at the
time of the interview.
Banks attempted to impeach
the victim's crediblity by charging that the victim and Parker
were involved and that she made
jokes with the doctor at the
emergency room.
Prosecutor Gary Bishop refuted those arguments. He said
the victim was not telling jokes
or being flippant about the situation.
"You can only cry for so long,"
she said. "That's just how I deal
with stress. I wanted to make a
lighter air of it."
She denied being involved with
Parker, or having any previous
contact with him.
The trial concludes today.
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Staying ^**^~ Control
In

October 16-23,1994
Alcohol Awareness Week
IFC Panhel Bannor Judging Conlost. Union Oval
Never Again Opening Ceremonies. Union Oval
Tho Well MocMall Evonl. Union Foyer
WSA "its an Intornailonal Affair Alcohol
Around Ihe World". Brown Bag Lunch. Student
Services Court Room
STEP 1 Taslo of tho Town FREE PIZZA
Community Suite
Deadline for 3-on-3 Basketball roglslrallon
Tho Sludont Rocroatlon Center
Deadline lor UAO Oak Openings Hike, UAO
Offlco
Tho Piovontlon Cantor "Drink Sells Tho Dream"
Alcohol and Advertising. 117 Olsxamp Hall
"When tho Parly's Over", NE Commons
Going For Vour Oroams". Bruco BogusM.
Ballroom

10 4 00
11 00
12-3

2.30
2:30-4 30

r oo
i 00
i 00

STEP 1 Information Tablo. Union Foyor
Nevor Again Mock Accident. Student
Sorvlcos Parking Lot
Pumpkin Carving Contest. Union Oval.
sponsored by Mortar Bd. HSA. Orientation
Bd
Pumpkin Judging. Union Oval
WSA A Cup of Culturo". Coltoe Hour
Oil- Campus Sludont Center
4-H & Subway Great Scavenger Hunt.
Union Foyer
Tho Roc 3 on 3 Basketball Tourn.iment
Novor Again "Alcohol In Tho Know".
Panol Discussion. Ballroom

Thursday, October 20
Nevor Again Coffin Display. Union Oval
"Whon tho Party's Ovor'. NE Commons
UAO Oak Openings Hike, sign up by
10 17

9 ;>
1 30-7 30
100
( 30-11 30
100

Al I WLfcK
SOLD Crushed Beer Can Display. Union Oval

Nevor Again Grim Rp.ipnr Day Union Oval
UAO Sneak Preview Trouble In P.ir..dlsn".
Glsh Thoaler
GAMMA Grrck Data Match Tea,
Campus Eipresslons Karaoke
Bowl'n Groonory
UAO Classic Movie "Outlaw'. Glsh

BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUY
IS IN CLASS.
Excitement and adventure is the
course description, and Army ROTC is
the name. It's the one college elective
thai builds your self-confidence,
develops your leadership potential

and helps you take on the challenges of
command.
There's no obligation until your
junior year, so there's no reason not to
try it out right now

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Door Prizes Given Awou at Most CventsI

For details, visit Captain Boisseau room 151 Memorial Hall or call

372-2476
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Falcons hammer lackluster Buckeyes
Six players tally in goal outburst
By John Boyle
The BC News

BG head coach Buddy Powers
said the Falcons would need
offensive output from players
other than Brian Holzinger and
Curtis Fry to be successful this
season.
Three games into the season,
Powers is getting just that.
Six different Falcons scored
Tuesday night in BG's 10-2 nonconference drubbing of Ohio
State. Winger Tom Glantz and
center Mike Johnson each scored
a pair of goals and Dave Faulkner, Jeff Herman, Brett Punchard, Todd Kelman, Dale Crombeen and Kevin Lune added
single tallies for BG.
"It's so important to have balance," Powers said. "You need
guys that are going to rise above
the rest but you also need to get
help from a lot of sources. Real
good clubs have there two or
three real good players but they
have a lot of other good players."

"And what we need is for guys
to raise the level of their games
so that everybody that's going to
playing regularly is a ... balanced
hockey player."
The line changes that Powers
made after the Guelph and Michigan State games may have had
something to do with the balanced attack.
Crombeen joined the Lune-Glantz line and that trio accounted
for four goals and five assists.
Glantz tallied two assists and
Lune and Crombeen each
chipped in with one apiece.
"Tom and I played together
last year and we just seem to
click well," Lune said. "We cycle
and get everything deep and
Crombeen has a good set of
hands and attacks well. So if we
can get the D running around we
can come out of the corners and
have some good opportunities to
score."
"Crombeen is a good addition
to our line because he plays our
type of style," Glantz said.

Faulkner's goal, his first at the
collegiate level, proved to be the
game winner for the Falcons. It
put the Falcons ahead 3-0 just
seven minutes into the game and
was the third of a three-goal Falcon outburst in less than a
minute.
"If they were second-guessing
our offensive firepower they certainly realized that we have four
solid lines that can put the puck
in the net," Lune said.
BG, 2-1, added two goals in the
second period to lead the Bucks
5-2 after 40 minutes.
The Falcons were the betterconditioned team. And in the
third period it showed. OSU, 1-1,
managed only five shots on goal
in the period while the Falcons
pelted the Buckeye cage with 17
shots and five goals.
"I've never skated and conditioned as much as I have this
year," Lune said.
See LACKLUSTER, page nine.

Team conditioning powers BG
By Christian Pelusl
The BC News

Bowling Green not only came
out ready to play, but got
stronger as the game went on in
its 10-2 trouncing of the Ohio
State Buckeyes.
The Falcons continually beat

the Buckeyes on dump-ins and
loose pucks, especially in the
second half.
Much of the credit for this advantage goes to head coach Buddy Powers, whose training-camp
fitness program was more demanding than the one given by
former head coach Jerry York.

"There's been a total turnaround in our conditioning this
year, basically because of Coach
Powers," defenseman Kelly Perrault said. "He seems to really be
into conditioning and our practices consist of a lot of skating
See CONDITION, page eight.
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Falcon Brandon Carper gathers the puck Tuesday against Ohio State.

jvfe SHOWDOWN THIS SATURDAY!

BOWLING GREEN (4 - O) VS. BALL STATE (3 - 0 - I )
SATURDAY 1:00 P.M. - REMEMBER LAST YEAR! PERRY STADIUM
HOME SWEET HOME! Come help extend the home unbeaten streak against the defending MAC Champs!

solutions from your branch office... kinko'S.

Statistics
SMMO W••.that one

engineering,
itace/s pre-law,

person

alan's business

dies every twenty minutes from a
drinking and driving accident.
These names represent students
of Bowling Green Slate University
who could have died on Thursday,
October 20, 1994 between the
hours of 9 am and 5 pm.

administration,
<ind Ctirol is ill't.

.

Jessica Andrasko
Ginger Bowerman
Jason Clarke
. Noel Crawford
Niky Heilmann
Ryan Henry
Brian Holzinger
Matt Jacobs
Ramon Knopper
Brian Leaver
Remir Martin
Jennifer Mathe
Marlene Metti
Floyd Miller
Molly Monahan
Vince Palko
Jennifer Pecchio
Bob Petrie
Phill Petrik
Stacy Pettit
Joe Pulizzi
Ronnie Redd
Michelle Shade
Tracy Stott
Dora Vega

sponsored by:
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I resume package

89<f

full-color copies

I Only $24.95 with disk and copies
I Bring this coupon into the Kinko's listed and get a professional
' resume package including one page rypejet.
rypeset. provided to you on
I disk and 20 copies on fine stationer)
stationery for only $24.95- One
. coupon per customer.
cusromer. Coupon must be presented at time of
purchase and is not valid with other offers.
Good through October 31.1994.
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\bur branch office.

Bring this coupon into the Kinkos listed and get 87," x 11"
single-sided full color copies on 20 lb. white bond for only 89«
each. Editing costs extra. We cannot reproduce copyrighted
materials. One coupon per customer. Coupon must be presented
at time of purchase and is not valid with other
offers. Good through October 31,1994.
l-LJj-^--,
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Vbur branch office
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r
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buy 2 get 1 free j one free

black & white transparency

blue book
Bring this coupon into the Kinko's listed and get one free
composition book with the purchase of two others at regular
price. One coupon per customer. Coupon must be presented at
time of purchase and is not valid with other often. Good through
October 31. 1994.

kinko's

[B5C_

Ybur branch office

LI

Bring this coupon into the Kinko's listed and get one FREE
8'/t" x II" black 6c white transparency. Frame not included.
One coupon per customer. Coupon must be presented at time of
purchase and is not valid with other offers. Good through
October 31. 1994.
■ ■
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kinko's
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Your branch office

LI

Bowling Green
115 Railroad Street, 354-3977
Open 24 hours a day, 7 days a weekFree Pick up & Delivery
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Bucks offer Robinson $60
million over nine years
By The Associated Press
MILWAUKEE - The Milwaukee Bucks took the unusual
step Tuesday of going public
with their contract offer of $60
million guaranteed over nine
years to top draft pick Glenn
Robinson.
They went even further by
confirming exactly what Robinson is asking for: $100 million
over 13 years. That's four years
and $40 million more than the
Bucks want to pay, coach and
general manager Mike Dunleavy
said in a news conference.
"I hope at some point sanity
will come into play," Dunleavy
said.
Robinson, the nation's leading
scorer with Purdue last season,

has missed the first two weeks of
iruning camp.
Dunleavy made the club's
latest offer to Robinson last
week. Robinson and his agent,
Charles Tucker, countered with a
proposal for "an inflexible 13
years" and $100 million, Bucks
vice president John Steinmiller
said.
"We feel it is unreasonable,"
said Steinmiller, who added that
the Bucks weren't trying to pressure Robinson by disclosing contract details.
Tucker did not immediately return a telephone message left at
his East Lansing, Mich., office.
He has never confirmed that
Robinson wants $100 million but
has said he is seeking a lifetime

CONDITION

"It is aggressive. We feel it reflects how we feel about Glenn
Robinson and his importance to
this organization," Steinmiller
said. "Glenn Robinson deserves
such an offer."

"QUOTABLE"

Continued from page seven.
and real up-tempo play.
"That just helps because in
games when it gets tight...you'll
see our guys keep skating and
you'll see our forwards passing
around the net."
Ohio State had practically no
forwards around the Bowling
Green net In the third period,
where it registered only five
shots. The Buckeyes' passes
were not as accurate as in the
earlier periods, and that can be
directly connected with the
amount of energy left in their
legs.
Going into the game, though, it
was Powers who was concerned
with his team's conditioning.

deal.
Steinmiller called the club's
offer the highest ever made to an
NBA rookie. While the proposal
isn't as lucrative as second-year
guard Anfernee Hardaway's
nine-year, $70 million contract
with the Orlando Magic or as
long-term as veteran forward
Larry Johnson's 12-year pact
with the Charlotte Hornets,
Steinmiller said the Bucks are
guaranteeing a record amount of
years and dollars.

Falcon Hockey

Unlicensed riders account for 80%
of the fatalities in some slates.
So gel your motorcycle operator
license today. And prove i o i
that you are a better rider.\w/

The Lesbian and Gay Alliance (L.A.G.A.)
Presents...
THE LESBIAN AND GAY

INFORMATION
LINE

THE EDGE

Q

BG's Tom Glantz on his second goal of the game
" / got if going full speed and I think thai helped a lot. I had a one on
one so I just broke wide when the defense didn't come to me I cut in. I
pulled it around the goalie's poke check and left an open net for me."
Curtis Fry on (he physical play or OS I
"They grab you every chance they get. Their grabbing your shoulder or
clutching your stick. It is frustrating, but tie worked through it.
Dave Faulkner on his first career goal
"// was great. It wasn't much of a goal. It was a nice fluke shot. A
fanned shot from the point, it went through about four gup and I got my
stick on it."
Glantz on his llnemate Kevin Lune
"Looney and I have been playing together sinre the last 15 games of
last season. And we've really gelled toglher. Kevin and 1 were saying out
there that we know each other are on the ice. We just know where to
throw the puck because one of us is going to be there."

352-LAGA 352-5242 352-LAGA 352-5242 352-LAGA

V

AP photo/Roberto Borra

Milwaukee Bucks vice president John Steinmiller, left, and bead coach Mike Dunleavy race reporters
to announce the team and top pick Glenn Robinson are four years and $40 million apart In contract
talks.

Howling (ireen /(), Ohio Stale 2

G

Offense:

<t
<t

Defense:

Six differeenl Falcons scored, with three getting their first career goals. BG fired 43 shots
against the Buckeye goaltenders and had constant pressureafter the first period.

The BG defense played solid only allowing 21 shots on their goaltenders. The Falcon
defense tightened after the first period, giving up just 10 shots in the final two periods.
On the other hand, the Buckeye defense did nothing to hamper the Falcon forwards
streaking through the neutral zone.

(■oaltenclinu:
OSU starter Tom Askey gave up eight goals and far too many rebounds to awaiting BG
snipers. Once again. Powers played all three goaltenders. Bob Pelric started giving up
two goals on 14 shots. Will Clarke stopped all seven shots he faced.

MOTOMYCif siren raw*MTMr5<

V

Coaching:

1

Operators are on duty:
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
from 7:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M.
puestions, comments, and concerns regarding
the homosexual community, LAGA or panel
requests.

tf

To Do:

Pre-season conditioning, instituted by Powers, paid off for BG as they totally dominated
the last two periods. His line changes from the past weekend proved effective as well.

• Study for test tomorrow

vvvvvvv

• Meet with group at 7:30

LAGA dose not counsel Out can refer to
counselors.LAGA's concerns are educating
and supporting the homosexual community
LAGA meets every Thursday at 8:30 at the
United Christian Fellowship Center, on
Thurstin and Ridge across from MacDonald
Quad.

PORTRAIT OF AN "A" STUDENT.

• Read pages 175-227
• Take out trash

• Take brown bin to
the recycling station

352-LAGA

Wl
PERMANENT
HAIR REMOVAL
by

Questions? Call 372-8909.

1

ELECTROLYSIS

OLEDO'S ALL NATURAL
SHOWBAR

Large One Htm
Ei. Mm $1 aac*

SSS^n

Bring in this ad & get in KRKK!

Thursday. October 20th

The sights will knock you out!
AMATKURCOMPKTITION

$500 in Cash Prizes

Join us tonight & help us uncover
new (iik nl!

rHE GENTELMEN'S CLUIL

352-5166
, FREE DELIVERY
«■■■■■

excludes s|H'cisil vvcnl.s

FOXY BOXING

Monday-Wednesday 12pm-2am
Thursday & Friday 12pm-4am
Saturday 5pm-4am
Sunday 5pm-2am
100's of Beautiful Girls & 3 Ugly Ones®

135 S Byrne Rd» Toledo « 531 -0079

E. aarml.75aai*

Mi

I ""-Ufa I

I
a

BLlavm

1.60aacfi

Maty Naas, R.N., C.T.
Licensed by The Ohio
State Medical Board

CALL NOW

<£&*<» I PSS^1" i pg&u»

FREE ADMISSION
expires 12/31 /*>-(

Madjum 0m lum B Small On* Item

352-5166
FREE DELIVERY <

■■■■■•

for an appointment
Victorian Salon
325 E. Wooster

• 1-642-5501 «

NEVER AGAIN NEVER AGAIN NEVER AGAIN NEVER AGAIN NEVER AGAIN NEVER AGAINNEVER AGAIN

I

ii

I
\
<

"Alcohol: In the Know"
A Panel Discussion on alcohol and
drinking and driving

x

I

>

f

in

u

I — Free Refreshments!— 1
\ Drawing for prizes from I
i Finders Tapes and CD's and!
I
Friendly's
|
Wednesday, October 19th 8:00 p.m.

|

Grand Ballroom, University Union

>

NEVER AGAIN NEVER AGAIN NEVER AGAIN NEVER AGAIN NEVER AGAIN NEVER AGAINNEVER AGAIN
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LACKLUSTER
Continued from page seven.

of juice against anyone."
"Since dry land we've been
running hard and we got on the
ice it didn't let up," Glantz said.
"This is the best condition I've
been in in my four years here.
He's really been working us hard
and it's paying off, we've got
more steam at the end of the
game."
Like the Guelph game last Friday, all three Falcon goaltenders
played. Powers declined to name
a starter for Friday's conference
opener at home against Miami.

Let the

BG News
BG
Toledo
CMU
Ohio
WMU

Ball St. at BQ
Toledo at Akron
Miami at Central Michigan
Ohio at Kent
EMU at WMU

Big Ten

Brighten Up
Your Day!!!

OSU
Michigan
Indiana
MSU
Wis.

OSU
Michigan
Indiana
MSU
Wis.

OSU
Illinois
Indiana
MSU
Wis.

OSU
Michigan
Indiana
MSU
Wis.

1. I'd make i Spotted Owl
homeless for a new house.
2. I'd make Mary Jobless for a
plate of lamb chops
3. I'd imprison Willy for an
afternoon's entertainment
4. I'd maim Thumprr (or some
better luck.
5. I'd kill Smokey for snew
rug.
6. I'd kill Flipper (or a Tuna
sandwich.
Send check or MO.,
size Lor XL to :

Minnesota
Detroit
Cleveland
Rams
Pittsburgh
KC
indy
Raiders
Dallas
Denver
San Fran
Philadelphia

Minnesota
Detroit
Cleveland
New Orleans
Giants
Seattle
Indy
Raiders
Dallas
San Diego
San Fran
Philadelphia

Minnesota
Chicago
Cleveland
Rams
Pittsburgh
KC
Indy
Raiders
Dallas
San Diego
San Fran
Philadelphia

Minnesota
Detroit
Cleveland
New Orleans
Pittsburgh
KC
indy
Atlanta
Dallas
Denver
San Fran
Philadelphia

JEBCO COLLECTABLE8
P.O. BOX 1M
WE LOOK iL. t1M2

NFL
Green Bay at Minnesota
Chicago at Detroit
Cincinnati at Cleveland
L.A. Rams at New Orleans
Pittsburgh at N.Y. Giants
Seattle at Kansas City
Washington at Indy
Atlanta at L.A. Raiders
Dallas at Arizona
Denver at San Diego
Tampa Bay at San Francisco
Houston at Philadelphia

By Alan Robinson
The Associated Press

PITTSBURGH - The Pittsburgh Steelers weren't the
same team without Barry Foster last season. They'll now
find out what kind of team
they are with Bam Morris.
The Steelers drafted Morris
as an insurance policy last
spring to protect them should
Foster not completely heal
from ankle surgery or be reinjured. It's time to cash in
that policy.
The bad news that the
Steelers had anticipated became official Monday: Foster,
the AFC's leading rusher
through five games, will miss
two to three weeks with a
sprained left knee.
He'll be replaced by Morris,
the linebacker-sized rookie
who had 82 yards in Sunday's
14-10 victory over Cincinnati.
A magnetic resonance imaging test Sunday night confirmed team doctors' initial
sideline diagnosis. Foster then
met Monday with Dr. Freddie
Fu, the University of Pittsburgh orthopedist who operated on his ankle last DecemBer.
Fu conferred with Steelers

^T-Shirts S16.00
ftjaters SI0.00
Bumper Suckers S 250
Catalog Free

Say this to your date and
you may end up home'
early! But say this to us
and you'll get Buffalo
, Breath Chili. This isn't a
bunch of hot air either!
This is Buffalo Breath-rich
and beefy chili that really lights up your life. So
walk up to our employees, stare them in the eye,
and say, " Hey buffalo breath!" Then you're #»v
gonna get it...(chili that is).
cj
•Buffalo Breath Chili $1.85 (a bowl)
*\
•Buffalo Breath Chili..$2.15 (plus cheddarcheese) Cs
Call 353-BWWW
S"
bw-3 B.C.
*.}
176 E. Wooster
<\
Bowling Green,Ohio V
BUFFALO WILD WINGS & WECK
1

One Love Reggae
with
THE ARK BAND
9 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 22

To win, circle your picks on the left-hand side and then turn in the contest torm in to The BG News, 210 West
Hall. In case ol ties, a winner will be drawn by a member of The BG News. All entriesmust be submitted by 5
p.m. on Friday. Rich Accordino, 324 Campbell Hill, was last week's winner. He correctly selected 17 of 19
games.

Union Ballroom
One Love, One Heart.
Let's get together &
Feel Allright
A Caribbean Assoc.
Event

Over the pond and
through the hoop
to the library we go!I!
NEVER AGAIN

<=)

X

The Brothers of Theta Chi would like
to congratulate our Fall Pledges:
Myles Rahalewicz
Shane Worley
Brian Szudlo
Rodney Mullins
Scott Perusek
Romel Glorioso
Doug Meacham
Scott Ransom
Stuart Olson
Matt Campbell
Chris Tobar

Ryan Foltz
Alan Grottle
Joel Lewis
Mike Crotty
Denny Friermood
Matt Burgoon
Brian Beleski
Tom Bryan
Chris Dyke
Craig Hysell
Matt Overmeyer

orthopedist James Bradley,
but the prognosis did not
change.
What the Steelers lose in experience without Foster, they
gain in size with Morris. The
220-pound Foster is big and
strong enough to wear down
defenders; Morris, at 6 feet
and 235 pounds, is two inches
taller and IS pounds heavier.
The Steelers have been
careful not to overwork Foster, frequently yanking him
for Morris late in games. Morris has responded with 236
yards in six games, but he
knows it's much easier to pile
up yards against worn-down
defenses in already-decided
games.
"I like it that there's going
to be pressure on me," said
Morris, who broke Earl
Campbell's single-season
Southwest Conference rushing record at Texas Tech last
season. "Usually, Barry works
the defense out a little bit, and
I get in during the third or
fourth quarter [when] they're
loosened up."
To overhaul Cleveland (5-1)
in the AFC Central Division,
the Steelers (4-2) must adjust
to Foster's absence better than
they did last season.

| "Hey buffalo breath!"
FIGHT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS

Purdue at OSU
Michigan at Illinois
Northwestern at Indiana
Michigan St. at Iowa
Minnesota at Wisconsin

Steelers about to
cash in on Morris

NEVER AGAIN

NEVER AGAIN

NEVER AGAIN

NEVER AGAIN

NEVER AGAIN

HAVE YOU EVEP SEEN
A DV1 ACCIDENT ?
HAVE YOU EVEP WW A DOA ?

DBWKWG AND DRIVING
OF
COWE WE THE BEAUTY

WHAT:

MOCKACCIDENT
SPONSORED BY NEVER AGAIN

WHEN:

OCTOBER 19, 1994 • 11:00 A.M.

WHERE: VISITOR'S PARKING LOT BEHINl)
JEROME LIBRARY
COST:
NEVER AGAIN

FREE
NEVER AGAIN

#
NEVER AGAIN

NEVER AGAIN

NEVER AGAIN

i$* SHOWDOWN THIS SATURDAY!

BOWLING CJKi:i:i\ (I - 0) VS. BALL STATE (3 - O - I)
SATURDAY 1:00 P.M. - REMEMBER LAST YEAR! PERRY STADIUM
HOME SWEET HOME! Come help extend the home unbeaten streak against the defending MAC Champs!

NEVER AGAIN

Classifieds
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Annual One Love REGGAE Party is will The
ARK Band on 8pm, Sat. Oct. 22, Unon Ballroom. A Caribbean Association Event

CAMPUS EVENTS
I YOU CAN WIN I
A Cooperslown Cor •coon Cleveland Indiana
inar ngned oy Hall ol Famer Bob Fallar wii
ba ramad ol (nit weak. Tickets a/a only $ i and
will ba on aaia Thurs. and Fh (8-4 pm) ouisida
tie Educ.Bldg. Procaada WI.I go toward buying
furniture tor the new Pni Sigma Kappa fraternity houee.
I YOU CAN WIN I
• • • toB the Small ■'
We're meeting Wedneaday. Oci 10
■n 105BA.it 9-00pm. We're
getting ready tor KKHOH SO
ooma out and join uil
' * * Into the Streets""

ASIAN COMMUNITIES UNITED (ACUjmeets
every Friday at 4:00 in 11S Hayes Hall. Everyone is welcome. This week's event: A showing
ol tie trim-The Wedding Banquet.' Discussion and dinner to toitow. For more information
call: 352-6181 or 372-8834.
BGSU MEN'S CHORUS
BK Benefit Bash
Tonight4-7
Eat at the Burger King
on E. Wooster and support
"America's Finest
Singing Machinal"
BGSU MEN'S CHORUS
BGSU Odyeeoy ot the Mind
Organizatinal Meeting
Weds. Oct. 19-8:00pm
Da/row 4th floor lounge
Questions Cat Jake 3525398

• * I/O Psych Studental • ■
Come join usl
Organization Development
Student Network
This Wednesday, Oct. 1». BAA 1003.
at 7 pm:
"Internship and Job Hunting m
Training and Organization Development"

CAMPUS EXPRESSIONS
As part of the long list of events happening during Alcohol Awareness Week the Prevention
Center presents KARAOKE. This Thursday,
Oct. 20 from 8.30-n:30pm in the Bowl N'
Greenery. Hope to see everyone there'll
CHRISTIAN OUTREACH BIBLE MINISTRY
encourages everyone to come to fellowship
and share in the joy of the Lord.
Bible Study even/ Tues. in the Union at 8pm
Services every Sunday ai 130 pm
Services in South Hall Rm 105 in October

We're eicited K> see you there I

MOCK ACCIDENT
Today at 11 am
Student Services
Parking Lot

Listen to Win
A pair of tickets to see the Conneks at tie
Newport Music Hall In Columbus.
Listen tonight from 6-10pm on Falcon
Radio WFAL 680 AM Cable SO.
TIMEX FITNESS WEEK
ALCOHOL AWARENESS
Student Recreation Center
3 on 3 Basketball Tournament
Wednesday. October 19
8- 11pm
Sign up in the SRC Main Office
Cash prizes'
TOOAYITOOAYITOOAYITOOAYi
Find out what the NATIONAL STUDENT
EXCHANGE PROGRAM is all about...Travel,
academics, friends, fun. and morel
Today - 7:30pm - 2nd floor Union Faculty
Lounge. Any questions - call Co-op Ed. Pn>
gram 2-2451.
Virtual Reality. Roommate Jousting. Come
d ans The Gorg Show: Battle of the Bands,
and many more...
These are just a few ol the many things the
SPOTLIGHT ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE
is planning tor the year!
Come join us
THURSDAY NIGHT. 10/20
AT 730 PM
IN ROOM 330 UNION
to get involved with all the planning!
Any questions? Call UAO at 22343
Watch tor the
Grim Reaper
Thursday.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE ORGANIZATION
FREE!
Sorry, tonight's meeting is
cancelled. The scheduled speaker, from
The Toledo Police Dept. is unable to
make iL However, if you are
interested in going on a RIDE-ALONG
with their department please contact
Kendra Caahen.

MOCK ACCIDENT
Today at 11 am
Student Services
Parking Lot
FHEEI
MOCK ACCIDENT
Today at 11 am
Student Services
Parking Lot

CRIMINAL JUSTICE ORGANIZATION '

FREE!

DEATHS
COMINOI

DEATHS
COMINOI

DEATHS
COMINOI

"•OOSN MEMBERS'"
"toternship and Job Hunting
in Training and
Organization Development"

DEATH S
COMINGI

■NOTE NEW LOCATION !0O3 BAA •
BUTSTIU...7PMI

DISCOVER EUROPE
Summer Study Program In France
FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE
Inlormalonal Meeting
Tuesday. October 25.1084; 6:30pm
1000 BAA Bldfl.
For more into, cajf
Ed Miller 372-8188 or 353-3172
Or. Chitde 372-6180or 352-6012
SponsoedbyBOSU

-ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS"
Look tor the 1984
Seminar registration
coming soon!

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION GROUP
Thie Wednesday at 9:00
1003 BAA
ALL WELCOME I

by Mike Casement, Director
of Training, Grady Hospital
and
Michelle Elhindy. Organization
Development Intern, Liebert

10 DAYS UNTIL THE RITA RUDNER CONCERTI

DONT Missouri

»7 Tickata are still available
« UAO office, 330 University Union
RHe Rudnar Concert, Ocl.291 h
•pin ANDERSON ARENA

FRENDSOF THE DEAF
Presentation in Mac West Lounge
Thundey Oct208pm
Any Ouestons? Julie 352-5975
GOLDEN KEY
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
General meeting in 101 BA
Wednesday, Oct. 19th. 9:15 pm.

AFRICAN CRAFT/ART SALE
All items handmade from Kenya
including sieal baskets and wood carvings
OCT. 1oTH THRU OCT. 21ST
STUDENT SERVICES FORUM
10AH-4PM
For more into call 2-7164 or 2-234 3
sponsored by: UAO

Halloween ia coming and so is the V.I.P
Pumpkin Sale I Tuesday, Oct. 18 - Wednesday
Oct. 19 from 10:30 - 2.30 at tie Education
Bktg. Proceeds win benefit The Bridge Hospice.
IPC CLUB IPC CLUB IPC CLUB
IPC CLUB MEETING
Thursday. October 20th
730 p.m. 103 BA
Karen Andres of tie YWCA
will speak on career
opportunities!
■$i 0 membership lee duel'
A are welcomel
IPC CLUB IPC CLUB IPC CLUB
Jewish Students: Hillel invites
you and your family to a special Sabbath Service and dinner Friday. October 28tn Meet
other Jewish Students. Faculty and Parents.
Services wi'i be held in Prout Chapel at
6:15p.m. in the Community Suite, University
Union. Please R.S.V.P. by October 25 to
JoAnnKrol at 372-2357 or 686-2100.
LAGALAGALAGA
The Lesbian and Gay Alliance meets tomorrow
night at 830 in the United Christian Faeowhip
Center.
The UCF is on the corner ol Thursbn and Ridge
near McOonald West
LAGA ia open to the entire University including
faculty and grad students, be they gay. lesbian,
bisexual, or supporting heterosexuals.

Congratulations to the 1994-95
BGSU Jatconettes
. /'A' ■<^4<j<i s/jfj rt't'i'Yl
/

Beth Cole
Kelby McRobbie
Dawn Mis
Becky DeCrane
Mollie Monahan
Cheryl Evans
Amanda Smith
Christine Gebnar
Amy Sundermeier
Stephanie Giannetti
Christy Greenleaf
Casey (Ipham
Lisa Verna
Kim Hansen
Julie Watanabe
Debbie Howe
Kristen Lee
Lisa Worstine
Molly MacLachlan
Heather Zwierleln
The Jakonittes will perform a precision skating
routine before the start of home hockey games
on the following dates:
Friday, October 21, 1994
Saturday, November 19
Friday, December 9
Saturday, January 21, 1995
Saturday, March 4

Watch tor the
Grim Reaper
Thursday.

THE BIG HAIRY POSSE
Jotnitl
It'alun!
Call 372-8658 for more into.
TIMEX FITNESS WEEK
Sludent Recreation Center
Wednesday - Condition Competition
11:30am- ipm 64 -6pm
Stop in anytime and win a TIME X watchl
Tom Gorman A
Parallax View
6:00- 10:00pm Saturday
GROUNDS FOR THOUGHT
Travel Free! Spring Break 'SSI
Guaranteed lowest prices to Jamaica. Cancun,
Florida. South Padre. Book early and save
M$$( Organize group! Travel Free' Call Sun
Splash Tours now! 1 -800-426-7710
Tuesday Rocktober 18
FM104WIOT
Rocktober tour stops here
to party with the buffalo.
Join them for
food, fun & give-aways.
Be one ol the first 104
to arrive and get an official
Rocktober Tour T-shirt
Starts at 9pm
BW-3
Also. 20cenl wing night
UAO EUCHRE TOURNAMENT
SCssh Prizes!
1st place -160
2nd place-130
SIGN UP OCT. 19-25 IN ROOM 330 UNION
TOURNAMENT ON OCT. 25.6PM
IN THE OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT CENTER.
MOSELEY HAL L
Free snacks! Free admissionl
Call 2-2343 For more into.

AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRING!
EARN BIG Hi . FREE TRAVELI
(Caribbean. Europe, etc) No Eiper. Nee Staff
needed for busy Holiday/Spnng/Summer
seasons. GUARANTEED SUCCESS! Guide.
(91Q)fl2g-439BEXT.C3039

AM-FM pull-out car stereo, 100 wan car stereo
amp, 150 wait sub box, A JVC 5 disc CD
player.Call3S2-lS21.

Adult Services SubiDtult - Wo art seeking
qualified individuals lo fill a variety of positions
including on the job coaching to persons with
MR/DD. Some positions require supervision,
training in a sheltered setting and providing
transportation for consumers to/from pa site.
High school diploma or equivalent required and
Ohio's Driver License. Salary $6.00/hr. Applications available 8:00am • 4 30 pm at Wood
Lane School, entrance B. 11160 East Gypsy
t ane Road, Bowling Green. Ohio. EOE.

hp-l2c Financial Calculator
Like new. $45

ASSEMBLERS: Eiositeni ir>come
lo assemble products at home.
Info. 1 -504-646-1700 DEPT. OH-6255
Cashier applications now being accepted at a
serf-service gasoline and convenience store.
3rd thin, additional pay. Apply in person at
Barney's,181 1/2S. Mam, Bowling Green
CHOIR DIRECTOR for adults and/or children.
Also need an interum director until position is
filled. Send a resume of music expenence plus
references lo the First Christian Church. 875
Hastuns Rd. Bowling Green, OH 43402 c/o
Carol Ballard. by October 24
Desk Clerk needed. 4-midnight. Sat.. Sun..
Mon. Need to work all 3 shifts every week.
Buckeye Budget Motor inn. 352-15?o
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provided Send SASE 10 P.O Box
10075. Olathe. KS 66051.
Evening Office Cleaning
12-15hrsAv«ek
Call 352-5822

Fish tank. 20 gal. high. Ful set-up with filter,
pump, heater, gravel, plants. & louresceni
hood. $40 obo. 353-4022

354-4006
Mac Performa 400. 60 MB harddnve.
4 meg ram. $995.00 OBO.
Call Mark 666-1190 (Toledo)
Special Olympics Basketball Positions available. Coach youth and adults for Wood County.
Salary $5.00/hour. Season begins mid
December through March 27, 1995. Application deadline is October 28,1994. Applications
available 8:00am-4:30pm ai Wood County
School, entrance B. 11160 East Gypsy Lane
Rd, BowlingGreen, OH EOE.
T A.S.P. International is looking lor highly motivated, hard working students to fill management positrons tor the summer of 1995. Gam
valuable experience in marketing, management, business and receive college credit.
Great opportunity to build your resume and
earn $7.000-$9,000. Positions available in all
Cleveland suburbs. Akron, Canton. Lima, and
Sandusky. For more information call Matt
Scherer before October 31. at
1 -600-543-3792.
MACINTOSH Computer. Complete system
including printer, only $500.
Call Chris at 800-269-5665
Sony 5-Disc CD player
Perfect condition, original packaging
$125-Call: 354-6807

Lawn Maintenance
Pan-time 20/25 hrsAvk.

FOR RENT

Call 352-5822

SERVICES OFFERED
HORSEBACK
RIDING TRAIL
RIDES/RIDING LESSONS/ RESERVATIONS NECESSARY. SLIPPERY ELM RIO
ING RANCH, 13596 W KRAMER RD.. BOWLING GREEN, OH 419-353 5403.
Need someone to do your rypng? I am well
qualified with over 30 years experience Minimal turnaround time. Pick up & delivery avaHable.Call 267-4310 Alice R Lanman.CEOE.
Pregnant? We can help.
Free A confidential pregnancy lasts.
support and mformaton.
BG Pregnancy Center.
Call354HOPE.

VOLUNTEER TOUR GUIDES WANTED!
The Office of Admissions is seeking tour
guides for the Annual Preview Days on OCTOBER 29and DEC. 3. Information sessions
will be held on Oct. 18 form 4-6pm and Oct. 19
from 7-8pm. Must attend one. Both meetings
will be m McFall Center, second floor Assembly
Room! All are Welcome!
VOLUNTEER TOUR GUIDES WANTED!
WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE
Applications lor Orientation Staff members become available Oct. 17 in 405 Student Services and are due Oct. 26.
WE CARE WE CARE WE CARE

Call: 352-0226

WE NEED YOUI Applications are available to
leach UNIV 100, a course to introduce first
year students to college life. App cat ons are
available in SAO, 405 Student Services. Return them by October 24 to SAO.

PERSONALS

Who's round, orange, full of seeds, and prefers
to be called Jack? Find out Oct. 18-18 at tie
Education Bldg. from 10302:30. VIP. will
donate proceeds to The Bridge Hospice.

Professional Quality Bicycle Tuneups and
Repairs at down to earth prices. Tune-up Special only $15.00

•""ATTENTION STUDENTS
Looking tor the best
Parents' Day Gift %%%%% can buy?
Or are you just looking lor something
to get them off your back?
EITHERWAY...
WE CAN SOLVE YOUR CRISISIIII
—THE GREEK MART 3534801 ~
Gary Larson
"FAR SIDE 1995 OFF THE WALL CALENDAR"
Page by Page, The Bookstore
840 S Main St.
Bowlig Green. OH
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: MEN'S *
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY - OCT. 18:
COED WALLYBALL - NOV. 1. ALL ENTRIES
DUE BY 4.O0PM ON DUE DATE.
INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD APPLICATIONS DUE: GET INVOLVED WITH PROGRAMMING ACTIVITIES AND SCHEDULING
TIMES FOR ACTIVITIES TO BE OFFERED.
PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN 130 FIELD
HOUSE. DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER 9,1994.
LISA'S WILD WOOLIES Back again
Oct. 26-28. Union Lobby.
Don't buy anywhere *DI you see
our new designal
All wool, handmade sweaters
and many new editions.
MC-VISA-CHECKS
Listen to Win
A pair of tickets to see tie Cornells at tie
Newport Musi c Hall In Columbus.
Listen tonight from 6-10 pm on Falcon
Radio WFAL 680 AM Cable SO.
Now in paperback Stephen King's
NIGHTMARES A DREAMSCAPES
Page by Page, The Bookstore
640 S. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH
October 10-October 21
BETA ALPHA PSI AND
THE ACCOUNTING CLUB
ANNUAL FOOD DRIVE
Please Help Out Our Local Salvation Army
On -Campus Collection Spots (Every day):
6:30am - 4:30pm: Mam Science Building
8 30am • 4:30pm: BA Building
Ofl-Campus Collection SpouonOct. 15:
Walmari - 9:00am • 3:00pm
Churchill - 9 00a m - 3:00pm

The Varsity Sport of the Mind*
COLLEGE BOWL IS COMING!
(sponsored by UAO)
a question and answer game
ol quick recall
Game topics cover everything Irom
science to sports to arts to cunent events
and many morel
SIGN UP IS OCT. 31 - NOV. 11
M PER TEAM- REFUNDABLE
NOV.16, 7PM-8PM IS THE PRACTICE
ROUND
NOV. 19,10AM IS THE REAL THINGI
Call the UAO office at 2-7164 or 22343 for
more info.
The few 6 the finestUniversity Ambassadors"
-Apps. AVAILABLE Fri.Oct. 14
in Student Services Rm. 405
A Mi e: Alumni Con tor
-Apps. due Oct. 26 at Mleti Alumni Center
The Late Night with David Letterman
Book ot Top Ten Lists"
Now in paperback
Page by Page. The Bookstore
640 S. Main St.
Bowling Green. OH

SKI RESORTS JOBS
"Hiring For Winter Quarter'
Ski Resorts are now hiring
for the following positions.
' Ski/Snowboard instructors
" Lift Operators
'Wail Staff
•Chalet Staff a moreover 15,000 openings.
For more information, call:

1-2 Subleasers Needed. Great location. Low
rent Call 3S3-7056 and leave message.
832 THIRD STREET
CLOSE TO SCHOOL
3 bed very clean ranch home, appliances, privacy, fenced yard with 2 car garage. Available
immediately- $595/mo. Call 1-474-5344.

Female Subleaser Needed
Spring '95
dose to campus, $195 a month, own room
CaJI 353-0128

(206) 634-0469Ext V55441

Van driver, part-time position 10 provide transportation 10 and from social service agency.
Musi be between 2t - 65 and have a valid
driver's license and excellent driving record.
Submit resume to P.O. Box 738. Bowling
Gr&en.QHEOE.
We Care "We Care
Wanted: friendly and enthusiastic
volunteers 10 serve as
ORIENTATION STAFF!
Applications available in
405 Student Services
on Monday, October 17 and due al
5:00 Wednesday, October 26.
We Care'We Care

House lor rent. Avail. 2nd
semester. Close to campus.
Call 353-1731

Subleaser needed for 1 bedroom apt.
Close lo campus. Avail, immediately.
Call 354-6015 - leave message

SUBLEASER NEEDED ASAP
1-2 Bedroom; A.C. Lg. closets: quiet: unique
Apt. dose lo campus and town. Call: 353-3077
(Leave message)

Subleaser needed. Quiet close to
campus. 1 bdrm. Apt. $295/mo. • ubl.
353-1069

FOR SALE
•1 Awesome Spring Breakl
Early Sign-up Speoalsl Bahamas Party Cruise
6 Days $2791 Includes 12 Meals & 6 Parties!
Cancun ft Jamaica $439 Air From Columbus!
1 •800-678-6386.
f 1 Awesome!
Spring Break Early Speoalsl Panama City
Oceanview Room With Kitchen ft Free Bus To
Bars $1291 Daytona (Kitchens) $1591 Cocoa
Beach $1591 Key West $229' 1 -800-679-6366.
3 pc. sola sel (will sell by piece). Dbl. bed mattress, food processor, colfee maker. All like
new. MUST SELL. Call 352-5288.

WANTEO:

FEMALE ROOMMATE FOR
SPRING SEMESTER
130.00/MO. . UTIL. CLOSE TO CAMPUS
PLEASE CALL 354-8400

Wanted: Subleaser Spring '95
2 bdrm, 1 -2 people
Rent $225 • ubl. Central Air.
furnished. Call Ross: 353-8702

Introducing Subway's New
WANTED
2 aubleasers wanted lor Spnng Semester.
Close to campus. Low rent.
FREE CABLE. Male prel. 352-2838.
Female subleaser needed. Spring '95
Semester. Very clean and dose to campus I
Please call 354-5310

Al STEAK
&CHEESE

MrF Subleaser needed for Spring Semester
maybe summer too. Share a 2 bedroom house
with easygoing female. Own room and 1/2
batt. big yard, dose to campus, privacy. Call
352-5543
WANTED!
SUBLEASERS ASAP. 3 bedroom house. 1
ball. Close u campus. Pets allowed"! Gas
heat. Lots of doset space. $395 per month.
Call 353-9108
Wanted: 1 -2 subleasers tor Spring Semester, 1
bdrm., furnished apt. dose to campua. FREE
CABLE. 354-3533/352-7812.

HELP WANTED

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORTIII
SIGEPPHIUUSIGEP
Congrats lo Tom and Ken on their recent lavatiering. Now the two women we love share tie
letters we kwel
v.D.B L. Zach
SIGEPPHIMUSIGEP
STAYING M CONTROL
BGSU ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK
OCTOBER 16-23
CHECK IT OUTI

$1500 weekly possible mailing our circulars I
For into cat 202-288-8065.
Nanny needed. New York City. Call Heather tor
into. 216447-5501. Call alter 6pm or on weekends.
Our company ia looking for individuals who
want to gain management experience next
summer. Earn 16,000 - Iio.ooo per summer.
The earty bird gets the worm. 1 -600-887-1960.

6"A.l. Steak&Cheeseonly
with medium drink purchase.

FAGAFE
Wednesdoy Wednesday Wednesday Wednesday

FOUNTAIN HEAD

524E. Wooster, >
_,, 828 S. Main
T^-RRnn
OUDUJHT ,
-)qa.7ftnft
352-8500
354-2608
Buy Any Footlons Sub
and a Medium Drink
and Get a Regular
Footlons of Equal
or lesser Price for 9f<

3UBuunv^
101 S. MAIN

353-0988

tmgmmmmtmammti

m

iirnrsi

$1.00 OFF
Any Footlons
Sub
•SUBLUnV"
as 11O0AM

